
Guests with allergies and intolerances should make a member of the team aware, before placing an order for food or beverages. 
Guests with severe allergies or intolerances, should be aware that although all due care is taken, there is a risk of allergen ingredients still being present. 

Please note, any bespoke orders requested cannot be guaranteed as entirely allergen free and will be consumed at the guest’s own risk.

Prices include VAT at the current rate.
A discretionary service charge of 13.5% will be added to your bill.

農历新年套餐

CHINESE NEW YEAR 
SET MENU

£ 98.00 per person 每位 

Add  £ 60.00 for wine pairing 配葡萄酒

( Minimum of two 两位起 )

三星报喜（三色点心拼）

Steamed Dim Sum Platter Trio

财运饱满（北京片皮烤鸭）

Signature Peking Duck (Half)

大展鸿图（瑶柱皇帝蚧海味羹） 

King Crab and Supreme Seafood Soup

哈哈大笑（蜂皇浆深海蓝虾）

King Obsiblue Prawn with Golden Honey Sauce

年年有余（剁椒羌蒸银鳕鱼）

Steamed Silver Cod with Chilli and Ginger

家肥屋润（家乡红烧肉）

Traditional-style Braised Pork Belly with Mantou

一团和气（古法腊味糯米饭）

Glutinous Rice with Dried Meat

( Up to Six 最多六位 )

步步高升（美点双辉）

Selection of Dessert



御宝軒斋食套餐

IMPERIAL VEGETARIAN SET MENU

£ 68.00 per person     

( Minimum of two  )

每位

两位起

£ 60.00   for  wine pairingAdd 配葡萄酒

斋北京鸭 
 Vegetarian Peking Duck 

三色斋点心拼 
Steamed Vegetarian Dim Sum Platter Trio

斋酸辣汤 
 Vegetarian Hot and Sour Soup

美点双辉
Selection of Dessert

 榄角云耳炒爽菜
  Stir-Fried Lily Bulb, Sugar Snap, Lotus Root and Black Fungus 

斋麻婆豆腐
  Vegetarian Mapo Tofu 

斋鱼香茄子煲
  Spicy Aubergine in Clay Pot

斋炒饭

  Vegetarian Fried Rice 

 

Guests will severe allergies or intolerances, should be aware that although all due care is taken, there is a risk of allergen ingredients still being present.
Please note, any bespoke orders requested cannot be guaranteed as entirely allergen free and will be consumed at the guest’s own risk.

Prices include VAT at the current rate.
A discretionary service charge of 13.5% will be added to your bill.

Guests with allergies and intolerances should make a member of the team aware, before placing an order for food or beverages.

(V) Vegetarian

All menu items are subject to change according to seasonality and availability.

( Up to Six                 )最多六位


